Queueing network simulations provide a stress-t.est for the study of parallel discrete-event simulation because each event involves some synchronization overhead, and very little computation.
INTRODUCTION
Physical systems are inherently parallel; intuition suggests that simulations of these systems may be amenable to parallel execution.
The parallel execution of a discrete-event simulation requires careful synchronization of processes in order to ensure the execution's correctness.
A number of synchronization methods have been proposed; some have been studied empirically.
With few exceptions the evidence is tha.t overhead inherent in these methods prevents any significant performance benefit from parall.el execution.
Queueing network simulations provide a stress test for parallel discrete-event simulation because so little computation is associated with each event.
Parallel queueing network simulations are also interesting from a historical point of view, as much of the early work in this field implicitly uses a queueing network model for the simulation. Seminal work in parallel simulation (Chandy and Misra (1979) ) identified the concept of lookahead as being sufficient to avoid logical deacllock between processors. Lookahead is the ability of a process to predict (possibly minutely) those aspects of its future behavior which affect the synchronization requirements of other processes. Implementations of the Chandy/Misra algorithms invariably create a lookahead ability by requiring that each job receive a minimum service time E. Knowledge that a future job requires at least c service allows a processor t(o predict that a job which arrives immediately will not depart for at least E time. Because many probability distributions of interest are not bounded from below, implementations must choose c to be very small. Performance studies by Holmes (1978) and Reed et al. (1988) have strongly suggested that t,his poor lookahead ability leads to dismal performance due to extremely high synchronization overhead.
Nicol (1984) proposed that more extensive lookahead be calculated by analyzing a process's simulation state, and showed how this could be accomplished in both queueing network simulations, and logic network simulations. Nicol and Reynolds (1984) examined the effect that increased lookahead has on overall performance. Fujimoto (1958) re-examined the Chandy algorithms and focused on increasing lookahead ability by increasing E. His results are more encouraging, but poor performance is still observed when the ratio of mean service time to E is high (say, 10). Lubachevsky (1958) also uses lookahead that is computable under minimum service time assumptions.
While he does not report any empirical results, one can expect his scheme to suffer from sirnilar failings as the Chancly/Misra algorithms when the minimum service time is small.
Lookahead is the basis of any conservative synchronization protocol that avoids deadlock. Our thesis is that to achieve good performance in a parallel simulation, the programmer should provide the synchronization layer with the best looka head that can be easily computed. This paper discusses techniques for computing looka.head in stochastic queueing netu-ork simuIations. The utility of our techniques are proven with large, empirically measured speedups on a shared-memory multiprocessor.
STOCHASTIC QUEUEING NETWORKS
We now briefly describe the class of simulations considered in this paper. We assume the reader has a.n imuitive feel for the concept of a "queue" and its "server". For simplicity we simply refer to the aggregate queue and server as a queue.
Jobs arrive at a queue, eventually receive service, and then depart.
In a stochastic simulation the amount of time a job receives service is drawn from a probability distribution associated with the queue. The queue's queueing discipline determines when jobs will receive service at the queue. Many queueing disciplines are non-preemptive-once placed in service, a job remains in service until its service requirements are met. When a job leaves the queue, a non-preemptive discipline decides which job among ail those in queue will receive service. For example, the First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) discipline chooses the job that has been in the queue the longest;
the Longest-Job-First (LJF) discipline chooses the job with the largest service time. Preemptive disciplines are somewhat more complicated in that they allow a job in service to be yanked out in favor of another before its service requirement is met.
A queueing network is constructed from a collection of queues. When a job leaves one queue, it may be routed as an arrival to another queue. The network topology defines which queues may feed other queues. Typically, a given queue To ensure simulation correctness we require that the sequence of events processed by a processor be monotonically increasing in simulation time. Consequently, even though Ps has an event at time 18 to perform, it must be prohibited from doing so-it is possible for a job to arrive at Q2, require only a small amount of service, and be routed to one of P3's queues.
The role of a synchronization algorithm is to inform P3 when it is safe to process its next pending event.
Our ability to avoid this sort of blocking depends highly
:,,,_,___,,_,__,_,,________ vice times are large, then this information can be exploited to However, due to the very real threat of a job arrival at Qa from achieve reasonablely good speedups.
Q1 at time 15, P3 remains unable to process the first job in its Let us further suppose that each server's queueing discievent list. This last difficulty is alleviated by the observation pline is FCFS. Figure 2 illustrates how Qi can bound future that under FCFS service a .job's departure time is completely job arrival times from below (in this case, sharply) by analyzing determined by its arrival time and the amount of work ahead the times and destinations of enqueued jobs. These bounds are of it in queue. As jobs arrive at Qi, it can inform Ps of future Px's ability to surge ahead in the examples above is very much dependent on the high incoming bounds enjoyed by Q2.
Were those bounds smaller, the large workload in P3 would remain blocked. In order to optimize performance, the programmer must strive to maintain these bounds as high as possible.
The object of this paper is to point out techniques for doing so.
THE FUTURE LIST
The network simulations we consider choose a job's service time in accordance with a probability distribution that is asso- receiving service-one receiving service has already been re ported via lookahead scheduling) destined for QB; let the ser vice time of the 1arge:jt such be sg. We construct a bound by adding ss to the sum of service times of all jobs in queue with service requirements exceeding sg-we are assured tltat each of these receives service before any job for Qu does. P?e apply a similar technique using the future list if &a is devoid of jobs for Qs. Let ss be the service time of the first job j, 'destined for QB in the future list. We add sg to the sum of service times exceeding sg of jobs which must arrive before js: jobs currently in queue, and jobs ahead of jB in the future list. to processor i mod n., where n is the number of processors.
Speedup is the time required to solve the problem on an op- We reiterate the main conclusion that we can draw from this data: at least under some circumstances it is possible to achieve good real speedups by using a conservative synchronization mechanism which exploits the problem being simulated.
SUMMARY
The parallelization of discrete-event simulations has proven to be a difficult problem, due in la.rge part to extensive and ir- 
